metaphor and image were replaced by the direct presentation of language itself, with “spontaneous overﬂow” supplanted by meticulous
procedure and exhaustively logical process? In which the selfregard of the poet’s ego were turned back onto the selfreﬂexive language of the poem itself? So that the test of poetry
were no longer whether it could have been done better (the
question of the workshop), but whether it could conceivably
have been done otherwise

There’s been an explosion of writers employing strategies of
copy- ing and appropriation over the past few years, with the
computer en- couraging writers to mimic its workings. When
cutting and pasting are integral to the writing process, it would
be mad to imagine that writers wouldn’t exploit these functions
in extreme ways that weren’t intended by their creators.
If we look back at the history of video art—the last time mainstream technology collided with art practices—we’ll ﬁnd several
precedents for such gestures. One that stands out is Nam June Paik’s
1965 Magnet TV, where the artist placed a huge horseshoe magnet
atop a black and white television, eloquently turning a space previously reserved for Jack Benny and Ed Sullivan into loopy, organic
abstractions. The gesture questioned the one-way ﬂow of information:
in Paik’s version of TV, you could control what you saw: Spin the
magnet and the image changes with it. Up until that point, television’s mission was a delivery vehicle for entertainment and crystal
clear communication. Yet a simple artist’s gesture upended television
in ways of which both users and producers were unaware, opening
up entirely new vocabularies for the medium while deconstructing
myths of power, politics, and distribution that were embedded—
but hitherto invisible—in the technology. The cut-and-paste function in computing is being exploited by writers as Paik’s magnet was
for TV.
While home computers have been around for three decades
and people have been cutting and pasting all that time, n a
dialup, although it was possible to copy and paste words, in the
beginning (gopherspace), texts were doled out one screen at a
time. And, even though it was

summer

détournement

acknowledges water’s double economic status in both “its climatic
and commercial signiﬁcance,” just as we know that data is bought and
sold as well as given away. When Joyce speaks of water’s “weight
and volume and density,” I’m thrown back to the way in which words
are used as quantiﬁers of information and activity, entities to be
weighed and sorted. When he writes about the potential for water’s
drama and catastrophe “its violence in seaquakes, waterspouts, artesian wells, eruptions, torrents, eddies, freshets, spates, groundswells,
watersheds, waterpartings, geysers, cataracts, whirlpools, maelstroms,
inundations, deluges, cloudbursts,” I think of electrical spikes that
wipe out hard drives, wildly spreading viruses, or what happens to
my data when I bring a strong magnet too close to my laptop, disastrously scrambling my data in every direction. Joyce speaks of water
the way data ﬂows through our networks with “its vehicular ramiﬁcations in continental lakecontained streams and conﬂuent oceanﬂowing rivers with their tributaries and transoceanic currents: gulfstream, north and south equatorial courses,” while speaking of its
upsides, “its properties for cleansing, quenching thirst and ﬁre, nourishing vegetation: its infallibility as paradigm and paragon.”12
While writers have traditionally taken great pains to ensure that
their texts “ﬂow,” in the context of our Joyce-inspired language/data
ecosystem, this takes on a whole new meaning, as writers are the custodians of this ecology. Having moved from the traditional position
of being solely generative entities to information managers with organizational capacities, writers are potentially poised to assume the tasks
once thought to belong only to programmers, database minders, and
librarians, thus blurring the distinction between archivists, writers,
producers, and consumers.
Using methods similar to Lethem, Joyce composed this passage by
patchwriting an encyclopedia entry on water. By doing so, he actively
demonstrates the ﬂuidity of language, moving language from one
place to another. Joyce presages uncreative writing by the act of sorting words, weighing which are “signal” and which are “noise,” what’s
worth keeping and what’s worth leaving. Identifying—weighing—
language in its various states of “data” and “information” is crucial to
the health of the ecosystem:

this way, words must ﬁrst be rendered opaque and material. Both
movements viewed materiality as primary goals, the situationists
through détournement and the concretists by literally treating letters
as building blocks. The situationists worked in a variety of mediums,
realizing their vision of the city as canvas whereas the concretists
took a more traditional tact, mostly publishing books. By envisioning the page as a screen, the concretists anticipated the way we would
work with language in the digital world half a century later.

The e key ﬁgures in situationism, proposed taking a holiday from

those routines in the form of the dérive or drift, which was meant to
renew the urban experience by intentionally moving through our
urban spaces without intention, opening ourselves up to the
spectacle and theater that is the city. Debord claimed that our
urban spaces are rich places—full of untold encounters, wondrous
architecture, complex human interaction—that we’ve grown too
numb to experience. His remedy was to take a day or two out
a with the aid of drugs or alcohol)

ful rock band Sonic Youth released a CD called Goodbye 20th
Century (1999). On it the rockers rattled their way through cover
versions of some of tproduced monographs of once marginal artists
or movements like a mass scale, hence never having the one
authoritative version bestowed upon these objects in traditional
media. They are ever-changing works in progress operating in the
most widespread gift economy yet known.
Such circumstances raise many questions: How does having
a variety of contexts inﬂuence the cultural reception of such
objects? Who or what determines an artifact’s value, both
commercially andintellectually? How does this, in turn, impact
the artist’s reputation, both commercially and intellectually? If
artifacts are always in ﬂux, when is a historical work determined
to be “ﬁ

O ften—mostly unconsciously—I’ll model my identity of myself
on some image that I’ve been pitched to by an advertisement. When
I’m trying on clothes in a store, I will bring forth that image that I’ve
seen in an ad and mentally insert myself and my image into it. It’s all
fantasy. I would say that an enormous part of my identity has been
adopted from advertising. I very much live in this culture; how could
I possibly ignore such powerful forces? Is it ideal? Probably not.
Would I like not to be so swayed by the forces of advertising and
consumerism? Of course, but I would be kidding myself if I didn’t
admit that this was a huge part of who I am as a member of this
culture.
Transgendered persons are trying to become the people who they
are, not the ones they were born as. Transsexual persons too are in
a constant state of remaking themselves, laboring courageously their
whole lives to adopt new and fl uid identities. I feel inspired by such
fl uid and changeable notions of identity.
On the Internet, these tendencies move in diff erent directions,
with identity running the gamut from authenticity to total
fabrication. With much less commitment than it takes in meatspace,
we project various personae with mere stokes of a keyboard. Online,
I tend to morph in diff erent directions: in this chat room I’m a
woman; on this blog I’m a political conservative; in this forum I’m a
middleaged golfer. And I never get called out for not being authentic
or real. On the contrary, I am addressed as “madam” or “you rightwing asshole.” As such, I’ve come to expect that the person I think
I’m addressing on the Internet isn’t really “that person.”
If my identity is really up for grabs and changeable by the
Sometimes, by the noninterventionist reproduction of texts, we
can shed light on political issues in a more profound and
illuminating way than we can by conventional critique. If we
wished to critique
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from deerhide, and vinegar in a
barrel hoped by hand at the
forge’s fi re.
He walks by his ox’s head, ten days to
Portsmouth Market, and sells potatoes,
and the bag that carried potatoes, fl
axseed, birch brooms, maple sugar, goose
feathers, yarn.
When the cart is empty he sells the cart.
When the cart is sold he sells the ox,
harness and yoke, and walks home, his
pockets heavy
with the year’s coin for salt and taxes,
and at home by fi re’s light in November
cold stitches new harness for next year’s ox
in the barn, and carves the yoke, and saws
planks building the cart again. 17

We move from assuming a readership to embracing a thinkership. By
relinquishing the burden of reading—and thereby a readership—we
can begin to think of uncreative writing as having the potential to be
a body of literature able to be understood by anyone. If you get the
concept (and the concepts are simple)—regardless of your
geographic location, income level, education, or social status—you
can engage with this writing.
It’s open to all.
Th is mode of uncreative writing off ers a poetics of realism,
reminiscent of the documentary impulse behind Zola’s Les
RougonMacquart series where, in the guise of dime store potboilers,
he took on the massive project of how best describe in full French
life during the second French Empire. From farmer to priest to food
markets to department store, Zola claimed that his work transcended
mere fi ction; his intention was “strictly naturalist, strictly
physiologist,” 19 a claim closer to de Certeau than to Balzac. Inspired
by Zola, the new

a way o f taking existing objects, words, ideas, art- works, media,
etc., and using them diﬀerently so that they become entirely new
experiences. For example, Debord proposed that we take
Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony and simply rename i t Lenin
Symphony. After having dedicated his symphony to Napoleon
when he was ﬁrst consul, Beethoven reneged on his dedication
when Bonaparte pro- claimed himself emperor. From that time on,
the symphony had no dedication, and Beethoven changed the title
to the generic “Heroic Symphony, Composed to Celebrate the
Memory of a Great Man.” Debord, sensing that this was a free
space, ripe for détournement, decided to ﬁll the vacancy with his
great man: Lenin.
There’s a series o f wonderful ﬁlms by René Viénet that takes Bgrade foreign exploitation ﬂicks and resubtitles them with political
rhetoric: a sexist Japanese porn ﬁlm is détourned into a protest
state- ment about the oppression of women and the exploitation of
work- ers. Similarly, a cheap kung fu ﬂick, in which the master
teaches disciples the secrets of martial arts, is subtitled so that the
master schools the students in the ﬁner points of Marxism and
retitled Can Dialectics Break Bricks? “Anyway, most ﬁlms only merit
being cut up
to compose other works,” Debord says.5
Neither are the plastic arts immune to détournement. The Danish
situationist painter Asger Jorn took old thrift shop paintings and
painted new images over them. In an essay entitled “Détourned Paintinghe wrote:

work involves scribing appellate briefs, that task of copying and
editing, rendering complex lives and dirty deeds into “neutral”
language to be presented before a court. Th at is her day job. Her
poetry is an appropriation of the documents she writes during her
day job, fl ipping her briefs after hours into literature. And, like most
literature, they’re chock-full of high drama, pathos, horror and
humanity. But, unlike most literature, she hasn’t written a word of it.
Or has she? Here’s where it gets interesting. She both has written
them and, at the same time, she’s wholly appropriated them—
rescuing them from the dreary world of court fi lings and
bureaucracy—and, by mere reframing, turns them into compelling
literature.
P lace represents indigent sex off enders on appeal, no easy job.
As she puts it: “All my clients have been convicted of a felony sex
offense and are in state prison at the time I am appointed to their
case. Because of my experience/expertise, many of my clients have
been convicted of multiple off enses, and sentenced to hundreds of
years and numerous life terms. I primarily represent rapists and child
molesters, though I have also represented a few pimps and sexually
violent predators (those who, after having served their sentences,
have been involuntarily committed to state hospitals: I appeal their
commitments).” 22
After having published two fi ne successive experimental
novels— one is a 130-page single sentence—her literary production
these days consists of republishing statements of facts from her
courtroom cases. An appellate brief is composed of three parts: a
statement of the case, which sets forth the procedural history of the
case; a statement of facts, which sets forth, in narrative form, the
evidence of the crime as presented at trial; and an argument, which
are the claims of error and (for the defense) the arguments for
reversing the judgment. For her literary production, she only uses the
statement of facts—the most objective and most narrative part of
the brief.
Place does not alter the original document in any way other than
to remove specifi c witness/victim information as necessary to
protect those people’s identities. By re-presenting the statements as

